
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  

ATTENTION   ATTENTION   ATTENTION 
Come one, come all to a new play all about ________________!   

          (INSERT YOUR NAME HERE) 

INTRODUCTORY PLAYBILL PROJECT 
You will produce a playbill for a theatrical production that is based off of your life. A playbill is 
the program an audience receives when attending a theatrical production.     

Cover—Your playbill should have a cover that includes: 
✓ A title (so if you were going to give your life a title what would it be)  
✓ A picture that fits the title/theme of your life that is neat and colorful 
✓ All elements should be meaningful 

Cast List—include a list of at least 5 important people in your life and what role they play. 
(For example, I might put Rosie Marshall: Daughter) 

Song List (1/2 Page) 
Your play should be a musical. Include 5 songs that you think would go well with your life story. These 
can be real songs, or you can make up titles of “songs” that fit your life story. 

Author Information (1/2 page) 
Remember, my brilliant students, that you are the best one to write your life story! Others may 
influence you but, no one else defines you.  So describe how you see yourself!  

Plot Synopsis (1/2 page) 
Tell us about the “plot” of your life, including basic information about your life, your family, special 
things that you have done! You can also choose to list these as specific SCENES in your life.  

The Play's Importance (1/2 Page) 
This is like “plot” but more in-depth or revealing.  Tell us about the things that have the MOST 
MEANING in your life. How are those things important to YOUR STORY? What are the things that are 
important to you in your life? WHY are you here and WHAT is the goal of your life right now? 

Critical Review or Critique of your “Play” (1/2 Page) 
What are the best parts of you? What parts need more work? Give us a critical review of the things you 
do GREAT and the things that you are working to do BETTER this year. 

Advertisements (1/2 Page) 
What are some restaurants, services, or products that would buy advertisements in your program? 
Design at least 3 advertisements to support your show/life! 



  

Playbill Evaluation
1: Poor 
2: Fair 
3: Good 
4: Excellent 
5: Superior

Cover/Creativity:      

✓ Title 

✓ Picture 

✓ Colorful  

✓ Neat 

✓ Meaningful

Cast List:     

✓ At least five characters listed with roles.

Song List:     

✓ At least five songs listed.

Author Information   
It covers the appropriate topic in a detailed manner, and is at least ½ page.

Plot Synopsis  
It covers the appropriate topic in a detailed manner, and is at least ½ page.

The Play’s Importance  

It covers the appropriate topic in a detailed manner, and is at least ½ page.

Critical Review of your “Play”   

It covers the appropriate topic in a detailed manner, and is at least ½ page.

Advertisements 
It covers the appropriate topic in a detailed manner, and is at least ½ page.

Overall Impression/Presentation:  
Product demonstrates obvious effort on the students’ part and attention to care 
and detail are evident!

TOTAL


